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Tracking Animals for Conservation 

Elephant Tracking Report No. 23:  1st August to 15th September 2009 
We are sending you a report of the movement 19 elephants’ tracked for the last six weeks. 

We apologize that we were not able to send out a report in August. In this report we see 

marked changes in the home range of many elephants possibly influenced by the drought. We 

are experiencing one of the worst droughts in the last decade and it is believed to be the cause 

of the unusually high elephant mortality observed in the ecosystem for the first half of the 

year. Earlier in the month we lost one collared matriach, Rosemary. Though immediate cause 

of her death has not been established, the ravaging dought may be an important factor. The 

dry spell has seen most elephants, especialy bulls, shift their homeranges. Morani has moved 

from Loldaiga ranch to Kifuko in western part of Laikipia. Ol ari Nyiro arrived there about 

two months ago too. Mpala is of late venturing out of Kifuko area where he has been for a 

while and is now in Ngorare. Interestingly, Sora’s range over the last six weeks separates into 

two equal sections. Mt. Bull has been making efforts to get into Ngare ndare forest 

unsuccessfully. While the three females collared in Lewa have mainatined their range within 

Lewa, Basilica has ventured out into Borana on a wide loop via Isiolo West and Ilngwezi. 

Ntumot and Kauro have maintained their companionship so far, and are still in Sera 

Conservancy. All in all, the movements are typical of frantic efforts by elephants to access 

more resources within the ecosystem, as a response to the drought. 

 

Regards, 

 

Festus Ihwagi and Iain Douglas-Hamilton 
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Figure 1. The last known locations of 18 collared elephants on 15th September 2009 
 
We are missing out on Sera, Southern Cross and Loldaiga whose collars we presume have 
failed, but we got Mutara’s collar back in operation after it appeared to fail in July. 
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Figure 2. Sora's movement in and around Mt. Marsabit forest 
 
For the last six weeks that we have tracked Sora, he spent the first half in the northern part of 
the Marsabit forest. Precisely after three weeks he moved southwards. In each portion of his 
range, he made regular incursions into the urban and agricultural settlements by night and 
retreating into the forest by dawn. On 10th of August, he ventured out of the forest beyond the 
airstrip. His movement into another part of Mt. Marsabit Forest appears to be an attempt to 
get a newer ‘launching zone’ to be able to access more settlement areas. 
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Figure 3. Kauro (in brown) and Ntumot (in blue) in Sera community conservancy 
 
Since Kauro and Ntumot were collared, they have kept close to each other most of the time 
but not always. They utilize the western part of Sera conservancy mostly keeping close to the 
lugga (dry river bed). They frequent a common spot marked in red which they visit virtually 
on a daily basis. We suspect that to be a source of water. 
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Figure 4. Rangoon (in green), Basilica (in maroon), Drachmae (in purple) and Tia Maria (in orange) 
 
Basilica is in Borana. She left Lewa Conservancy via the gap on the fence on the evening of 
18th August, on a loop-trek that took her through Isiolo West and Il Ngwezi before arriving in 
Borana. She seems to be utilizing more or less the same range that Loldaiga used to. 
Regrettably, Loldaiga’s collar has failed. Rangoon is in Lewa. She has been into Ngare Ndare 
Forest where she spent a considerable amount of time in different occasions. Tia Maria too 
has been in Ngare Ndare Forest where she spent six days, from 25th to 31st August. Drachmae 
has maintained a relatively small range at the North Eastern corner of the conservancy. 
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Figure 5. Jerusalem (in brown), Rosemary (in red), Anastasia (in blue) and Thoreaux (in yellow) 
 
Regrettably, we have lost Rosemary. Rosemary was the matriarch of one of our long studied 
families in Samburu, the Spice Girls. On 6th September, our research team received news 
from herdsmen around the reserves of the death of a collared tuskless elephant in Mugur 
Nanyori lugga.  The team sadly confirmed it was her. We are monitoring the movement and 
family associations of the rest of her family to see how they will react to the death. We 
suspect her to have died of natural causes.  
Jerusalem has maintained a tight range for the last six weeks, precisely 12 square kilometres, 
and interestingly restricted to the southern bank of the dry river bed of Uaso Nyiro in Isiolo 
West and Kipsing. She kept within 4.5km from the riverbed. Anastasia also maintained a 
relatively small range, just close to Uaso River in the reserves. Unlike the females, Thoreaux 
has been traversing throughout Buffalo Springs seemingly unrestricted by the effects of 
drought that appears to have kept the other elephants close to water sources. This observation 
underlies some of the subtle sex related differences in the behaviour of bulls and cow 
elephants. 
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Figure 6. Mountain Bull 
For the last few weeks Mountain Bull’s movements have been altered greatly by addition of 
another section of a fence line, that we have regrettably not been able to acquire its updated 
map.  He has not been able to move into the Laikipia part of his usual range. Above, we see 
an attempt to cross the wheat fields but he seems to have changed his mind and made a big 
turn. He seemingly made attempts to cross the Nanyuki Isiolo Highway at to separate point 
on the night of 4th August. At his second attempt, he spent over an hour at the point, which 
can be deduced from the two close GPS fixes near the road on the map above. At the time of 
making the report, (18th) he had made a streak through the wheat farms, but unluckily he 
seemed stuck at the fence (in light blue) along Ngare Ndare Forest, see map below. 
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Figure 7. Morani 
 
Morani has made his periodic trek that takes him across Laikipia in a markedly east – west 
migratory pattern. However, this time he altered his path and crossed through Kimugandura 
and Mogwooni. He possibly broke through the fences. His exit from Mogwooni was marked 
by a 25 hour delay near the fence between 13th and 14th of August. He seems to be roaming 
far and wide and the present drought situation can’t be ruled out as one of the factors 
influencing his roaming behaviour. He is presently in ADC Mutara having broken the fence 
on the night of 17th August to visit the farms and got back the same night. 
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Figure 8. Genghis Khan (in yellow) and Mpala (in blue) 
 
Interestingly, the elephants have completely avoided Kifuko ranch for the last weeks. 
Genghis is in ADC Mutara, but has spent considerable time in Bhora too. Mpala is also 
roaming wide and away from Kifuko. For the last six weeks, he spent much of has time in 
ADC Mutara and Ngorare Ranches where we caught up with him. 
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Figure 9. Mutara 
 
Mutara’s collar is back in operation after having failed temporarily in July. He has been 
roaming wide in and out of Ol Pejeta Conservancy, out as far as Eland farm to the north and 
Nanyuki Ranch to the East. He was seemingly stranded at Kibocha unable to cross the fence 
where he spent three days; 8th to 11th of September. Eventually, he walked around the 
conservancy and gained access back via the gap on the fence on 12th September. The fence 
around the conservancy is evidently quite effective in containing elephants.   
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Figure 10. Ngelesha 
 
Like other bulls, Ngelesha has made long treks within Olpejeta conservancy and beyond. He 
is not experienced in breaking fences. The movements show that he uses the gaps along the 
fence. He has been into Mugie and P & D Ranches to the north with a small loop across 
Mutukanio Settlements scheme. Despite the wide roaming behaviour, he spent much time in 
the rhino enclosure marked by the light blue fence line.  
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Figure 11. Ukuta (in brown) and Ol ari Nyiro (in Green) 
 
Ol ari Nyiro is settled in Rumuruti Forest keeping close company of Ukuta. Both bulls have 
been visiting the settlement areas usually by night. Most remarkable is the joint visit into 
Muhotetu A and back in close company.  


